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February 7, 2018
VIA ELECTRONIC DELIVERY
The PJM Board of Managers
c/o Mr. Howard Schneider, Chairman
PJM Interconnection L.L.C.
PO Box 1525
Southeastern, PA 19399-1525
Re: Recommendation that the PJM Board of Directors not Approve PJM Staff’s Repricing
Proposal for Filing at FERC
Dear Chairman Schneider and PJM Board of Managers,
The OPSI Board of Directors, and state policy makers generally, have been following PJM’s reaction to recent restructured state policy initiatives and the developments in the Capacity Construct/Public Policy Senior Task Force (“CCPPSTF”) with increasing concern. On January 16,
2018, PJM President Andrew Ott sent a letter to PJM members, states and stakeholders detailing
PJM Staff’s intention to recommend a capacity auction repricing proposal1 to address the perceived impact of state policy initiatives on capacity auction clearing.2 Mr. Ott’s letter states that
PJM has repeatedly voiced a preference to address state programs by “respecting the stated policy goals of these programs and designing the wholesale market to accommodate state programs
advancing these goals while still protecting the integrity of the wholesale market investment signals.” OPSI appreciates Mr. Ott’s objectives, but for the reasons explained below, the OPSI
Board strongly urges the PJM Board to take no action on PJM Staff’s or any other repricing pro-
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posal. Should the PJM Board believe that action is necessary, it should re-initiate a more holistic
stakeholder process.3
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OPSI has numerous concerns with the repricing proposal. Chief among these are:
1. PJM Staff has not demonstrated or supported the assertion that state laws and policies
threaten the integrity of its capacity auction or wholesale electric rates;
2. the repricing proposal does not properly respect state laws and policies;
3. the repricing proposal may raise capacity prices; and
4. FERC has a proceeding currently open to examine issues regarding state policy objectives and RTO-operated electricity markets.
OPSI recommends that the PJM Board reject the repricing proposal and re-direct PJM Staff on a
course of action that will correct or otherwise address the lack of underlying support, flaws, and
unintended consequences inherent in the repricing proposal. OPSI suggests a renewed and revised stakeholder process subject to a wider focus than that of the CCPPSTF.4 It is important for
PJM Staff to provide data, facts, and analytical expertise at all steps in such a process, given
PJM’s access to a range of applicable data and information. Proposals from such a process
should take into account the link between PJM’s capacity, energy, and ancillary services markets,
be holistic, analytically supported, coordinated, comprehensive, transparent, market-based, respectful of state laws and policies, and aimed at clear objectives. Finally, such a process should
be designed in alliance with state policy-makers and regulators to increase its likelihood of success.
DISCUSSION
1. PJM has not Demonstrated or Supported the Assertion that State Laws and Policies
Threaten the Integrity of its Capacity Auction or Wholesale Electric Rates.
Mr. Ott’s letter asserts that the conflict between state policy initiatives and the efficient operation
of PJM’s markets “is real and requires action.” However, PJM Staff has not provided any meaningful facts, data, or information to support either of these assertions – in spite of numerous re-
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quests and opportunity to do so during the CCPPSTF stakeholder process.5 Consequently, the
repricing proposal is based on conjecture and theoretical impacts.
PJM Staff speculates that certain state laws will result in capacity price offers that will suppress
and distort the capacity price6 but has not provided sufficient empirical data to support those assertions.7 PJM Staff has also failed to conduct scenario analyses or two-stage auction simulations
to assess the clearing price impact of the repricing proposal or identify any unintended consequences that may result from the proposal. The repricing proposal lacks the necessary supporting evidence and meaningful analysis that typically accompanies PJM’s rate-related proposals.
We also note that there is no agreement among stakeholders that state policy initiatives present
an actual problem or if there is a need for PJM to take any action.8 For example, on January 25,
2018, the Markets and Reliability Committee voted on the January 16, 2018 version of PJM
Staff’s repricing proposal and the result was a voting ratio of 1.07 in favor and 3.93 against. Mr.
Ott’s letter highlights the stakeholders’ lack of a “shared agreement on the nature and extent of
the problem to be solved.”9
Current evidence shows that generation capacity and new entry is robust. The RPM base residual auction for the 2018/2019 delivery year produced a reserve margin of 19.8 percent for all of
PJM10 and the summer peak forecasted reserve margin for 2018 is 25.7 percent.11 The target reserve margin for the 2017 base residual auction (2020/2021 delivery year) was 16.6 percent, and
PJM’s capacity auction design procured sufficient capacity to achieve an actual reserve margin of
23.9 percent. Moreover, a significant amount of new generation capacity has successfully
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cleared recent RPM auctions, with almost 3,000 MWs clearing in the base residual auction for
the 2018/2019 delivery year, nearly 5,400 MWs clearing for the 2019/2020 delivery year and
roughly 2,400 MWs clearing for the 2020/2021 delivery year. While PJM Staff may be concerned that state policy initiatives pose a threat to PJM’s capacity auctions, the high reserve margins and volume of new generation capacity clearing the RPM auctions dispels this concern and
the capacity-price-raising objective of the repricing proposal.
The repricing proposal also ignores or discounts the dynamic ability of market participants to
adjust to changes in market supply conditions and assumes that market participants would not
adjust their business strategies (both supply and demand) in response to state policy initiatives
like those targeted by the repricing proposal.12
2. The Repricing Proposal Does Not Properly Respect State Laws and Policies.
OPSI agrees with Mr. Ott’s statement that “it is vital for the regional market design to respect
individual state interests . . .”13 but the repricing proposal fails to accomplish this objective by
labeling state policy initiatives as “subsidies” that must be countered with additional PJM intervention in already administratively constructed capacity auctions.14 State policies are often designed to induce entry or assist in maintaining specific resources that possess desirable attributes
while being unlikely to clear PJM’s capacity auction. These types of state laws and policies legitimately represent state preferences, and should be respected by RTO processes.
Mr. Ott expressed concerns that state policy initiatives will result in capacity auction offers
detrimental to both the integrity of PJM’s auction design15 and the efficiency of the clearing price
signal.16 This concern led PJM Staff to propose misguided and untested auction design changes
intended to “maintain the correct price signal.”17 OPSI disagrees with the assertion that the
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repricing proposal will “strike an appropriate balance between legitimate state interests and
wholesale market integrity.”18
OPSI acknowledges that the repricing proposal will permit “actionable” resources to be committed as capacity resources in PJM auctions, but OPSI does not consider the repricing proposal to
be accommodating or respectful of state laws. Rather, the likely increase in capacity prices as a
result of the repricing proposal and as a direct response to certain state policies would be unaccommodating. PJM Staff has not demonstrated that the repricing proposal is necessary for
wholesale electric markets or that it would result in just and reasonable wholesale rates, despite
such implications in Mr. Ott’s letter.19
3. The Repricing Proposal May Raise Capacity Prices.
As noted above, the purpose of the repricing initiative is, presumably, to counter-act, offset, or
otherwise respond to alleged price suppression in the capacity auction. Accordingly, the twostage clearing design of the repricing proposal will likely lead to higher capacity prices, as compared to the current single-stage auction clearing mechanism.20
In Stage 2, PJM Staff proposes to administratively adjust the price offers of targeted units that
are committed in Stage 1, based on reference price levels for those targeted units.21 The clearing
price in Stage 2 would then be paid to all resources that were committed in Stage 1 and charged
to all load serving entities. The Stage 2 clearing price remaining below the repriced units’ reference price level depends upon offers of non-repriced units in Stage 1. However, the level of those
non-repriced unit offers is impacted by many factors, including the competitiveness, or lack
thereof, in capacity supply.22
Mr. Ott states that the reference price substitution will be done “to approximate what would have
occurred had all offers been competitive.”23 There is little reason to believe, however, that the
reference price substitution accurately represents offers that the impacted units would have submitted into the auction absent the “actionable” state policies. Available evidence suggests that
offers in past auctions were submitted at prices lower than the reference prices that PJM Staff
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now proposes to apply to targeted unit offers in Stage 2.24 This suggests that, in instances where
the repriced unit is setting the clearing price, the proposed reference price substitution is likely to
overstate the “competitive” price level that PJM Staff is intending to simulate, with the result being unnecessarily higher auction clearing prices.
OPSI is also concerned that the low price offer incentives created in Stage 1 may lead to more
Locational Deliverability Area (LDA) binding, and resulting zonal price separation, than would
occur under the current single-stage auction design. Zonal price separation provides additional
market power to resource owners within the constrained zone, particularly those with large portfolios of generating units. PJM Staff has not provided two-stage auction simulations, so it is not
possible to predict how frequent zonal price separations will be under the proposed two-stage
auction process. However, given that capacity auctions are generally prone to market power, this
concern deserves much more consideration than PJM Staff has given it so far.
4. FERC Has a Proceeding Currently Open to Examine Issues Regarding State Policy
Objectives and RTO-operated Electricity Markets.
In May of 2017, the FERC initiated Docket No. AD17-11-000, a proceeding intended to examine
the issues surrounding wholesale energy/capacity markets and state policy initiatives. The FERC
determined that circumstances merit examination of tension potentially building between state
policies and the preservation of valuable wholesale market price signals which impact business
decisions such as market exit and entry as well as consumer benefits provided by regional electricity markets.25 OPSI is encouraged by the FERC’s efforts to consider the matter and solutions
that would enable wholesale markets to accommodate state policy initiatives, while preserving
the benefits of regional markets for electricity consumers. We are concerned that the flaws of the
repricing proposal, as described above, and the widespread stakeholder opposition could lead to
protracted litigation and frustrate open and transparent exchanges in Docket No. AD17-11 or in
the renewed and revised stakeholder process OPSI recommends.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons explained above, filing the repricing proposal at FERC is not a reasonable course
of action for the PJM Board to address its concerns with recent state policy initiatives and, given
the likelihood of litigation that will stem from such filing, will not soon resolve those concerns.
If the PJM Board determines action is necessary, OPSI recommends that the PJM Board re-direct
PJM Staff on a course of action that will correct or avoid the lack of underlying support, flaws,
and unintended consequences inherent in the repricing proposal. OPSI suggests a renewed and
24
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revised stakeholder process subject to a wider focus than that of the CCPPSTF. Further, it is important for PJM Staff to provide data, facts, and analytical expertise at all steps in such a stakeholder process, given PJM’s access to a wide range of applicable data and information. Proposals from such a process should take into account the link between PJM’s capacity, energy, and
ancillary services markets, be analytically supported, holistic, coordinated, comprehensive,
transparent, market-based, respectful of and consistent with state laws and policies, and aimed at
clear objectives. Finally, such a process should be designed in alliance with state policy-makers
and regulators to increase its likelihood of success.

Sincerely,

/s/ John R. Rosales
Commissioner John R. Rosales
President
Organization of PJM States, Inc.

